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Extended Abstract
Game companies have a stronger digital presence today than they had even half a decade ago, seeking to
create larger, connected systems where players can play games, interact with other players and purchase
content. With the raise of digital distribution services, micro-transactions, early access and downloadable
content, game companies have direct lines to their players when it comes to delivering digital products. In
turn, these direct lines means game companies become liable for and susceptible to nefarious actions that
often plague other commercial entities, namely fraud.
Online fraud has increased for many games and game services as the value of online game environments
has increases. Persistent game environments found in genres such as MUDs and MMOs have been
available for decades and allow users to generate capital (whether financial, social or cultural), or
otherwise value, over time (Consalvo, 2007; Dibbell, 2006; Frieling, 2006; Heeks, 2010; Shen, Monge,
Williams, 2012). Game companies and platform developers (e.g. console manufacturers) have turned to
similar tactics to create persistent value for players. They are moving away from providing individual
game experiences to a ‘games as a service’ model where persistent data systems extends a player’s online
game identity across any number of games, creating further value and ownership for players (Medler,
2011). With game companies working to increase the value of their games and services, and players
equally placing value in their gaming identities, it stands to follow that fraudulent behavior begin to
emerge as the real world value that exists within games increases.
Fraud occurs within games when real world currency can be extracted from a game, meaning in-game
value turns into real world value. Fraud that occurs using real world payment methods and systems equate
to payment fraud, for example fraudulent accounts using stolen credit cards to purchase content ((, 2011;

Patidar and Sharma, 2011). In the case of payment fraud, fraudulent players initially extract value from a
game by making fraudulent purchases, where the funds cannot be collected, and can extract further value
from other players by selling the content purchased. Payment fraud has direct financial impact on a game
company as the fraudulent players commit fraudulent transactions (which the game company must pay
fees on top of the lost transaction amount) and in-direct impact as a fraudulent player often sells content
they fraudulently purchased to other players.
In addition to payment fraud there is also game fraud which bypasses real world payment methods but
still extracts real world value from in-game content. Gold farming is one of the more well-known types of
game fraud where players use various methods to acquire large sums of in-game resources/money that is
then sold for real world currency (Nardi and Kow, 2010). Account take over (ATO) (Castell, 2013) is the
other major game fraudulent practice where fraudulent players take control of a player’s accounts without
the player’s knowledge, using the accounts for spamming, gold farming or even selling the whole
account. While game fraud practices do not directly involve using false real world payment methods, as
payment fraud does, game fraud practices alter a game’s economy, increase customer service problems
and negatively affect the player experience of a game.
In order to combat both payment and game fraud a combination of approaches is necessary due to the fact
that fraudulent activities affect game teams financially and alters the player experience. Research around
gold farming practices, for instance, tend to focus on data mining approaches for searching and
identifying accounts committing game fraud (Ahmad et al. 2009; Keegan et al., 2010; Roy et al. 2012).
While the methods used to find gold farmers are important to test and implement, the methods only tackle
the problem of identifying a specific type of player committing a specific type of fraud. Other issues
related to customer experience, database engineering, financial tracking, risk system development, etc. are
needed to devise a holistic approaches to combating fraud in games.
In this article the authors explores what fraud means for game companies and players. The holistic
problem of combating fraud requires game companies to direct a number of different disciplines towards

a common goal of monitoring, analyzing and acting upon fraudulent players. Additionally, how legitimate
players experience the effects of fraud is equally important as they expect a level of security and fairness
to exist within their game environments. With these topics in mind the authors cover:


Key terms and concepts related to fraudulent behavior in games.



Current approaches to fraud prevention including risk management systems and game analytic
methods.



Examples of how a combination of game development and operations teams work together to
protect players.



Ways in which players are affected by fraudulent activity and fraud prevention system.



Future directions towards building better fraud detection systems.
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